A 3D trajectory for undersampling k-space in MRSI applications.
Magnetic resonance spectroscopic imaging (MRSI) is a noninvasive technique for producing spatially localized spectra. MRSI presents the important challenge of reducing the scan time while maintaining the spatial resolution. The preferred approach for this is to use time-varying readout gradients to collect the spatial and chemical-shift information. Fast, three-dimensional (3D) spatial encoded methods also reduce the scan time. Despite the existence of several new and faster 3D encoded methods, or k-space trajectories, for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), only stack of spirals and echo planar have been studied in 3D MRSI. A novel formulation for designing fast, 3D k-space trajectory applicable to 3D MRSI is presented. This approach is simple and consists of rays expanding from the origin of k-space into a revolving sphere, collecting spectral data of all 3D spatial k-space at different times in the same scan. This article describes this new method and presents some results of its application to 3D MRSI. This technique allows some degree of undersampling; hence, it is possible to reconstruct high-quality undersampled spectroscopic imaging in order to recognize different compounds in short scan times. Additionally, the method is tested in regular 3D MRI. This proposed method can also be used for dynamic undersampled imaging.